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Abstract

Motivated by the growing discussion on the resemblance of multilevel market-

ing schemes to pyramid scams, we compare the two phenomena based on their

underlying compensation structures. We show that a company can design a

pyramid scam to exploit a network of agents with coarse beliefs and that this

requires the company to charge the participants a license fee and pay them a

recruitment commission for each of the people that they recruit and that their

recruits recruit. We characterize the schemes that maximize a company’s profit

when it faces fully rational agents, and establish that the company never finds it

profitable to charge them a license fee or pay them recruitment commissions.

1 Introduction

What delineates pyramid scams from legitimate multilevel marketing enterprises? Re-

cent growth1 in the multilevel marketing (MLM) industry has raised the urgency of this

question for consumer protection agencies. MLM companies such as Avon, Amway,

Herbalife, and Tupperware use independent representatives to sell their products to
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1Membership in the MLM industry is substantial and growing. For example, the global force

of independent distributors reached nearly 117 million in 2017 (World Federation of Direct Selling
Associations, 2018).
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friends and acquaintances. They all promote the opportunity of starting one’s own

business and making extra income; however, some (e.g., Bort, 2016) view these com-

panies as pyramid scams whose main purpose is to exploit vulnerable individuals.

The MLM industry’s questionable legitimacy received considerable media atten-

tion following a recent FTC investigation against Herbalife (FTC, 2016a). Identifying

whether a particular company is a legitimate one, or whether it is an exploitative pyra-

mid scam that promotes useless products and services in order to disguise itself as a

legitimate firm, can be a daunting task. One obstacle is that MLM companies typi-

cally sell products whose quality is difficult to assess, such as vitamins and nutritional

supplements. The common wisdom among practitioners is that a company is legiti-

mate if it encourages the distributors to sell the product, and it is an illegal pyramid

scam if it prioritizes recruitment over selling (FTC, 2016b; SEC, 2013). However, it is

extremely difficult to determine the company’s true “selling point” and, in practice, it

is challenging to distinguish between sales to members and sales to the general public.

The objective of this paper is to draw the boundary between the two phenomena on

the basis of their underlying reward schemes. Our premise is that the potential distrib-

utors are strategic, and that the MLM company chooses a reward scheme while taking

these prospective distributors’ incentives into account. We refer to reward schemes

that compensate distributors for their own sales (of the product and/or distribution

licenses) as well as for the sales of the people they recruit as multilevel schemes, and to

reward schemes that compensate distributors only for their own sales (of the product

and/or distribution licenses) as 1-level schemes. In principle, it is possible to incen-

tivize distributors to recruit new distributors and sell the product by means of a 1-level

reward scheme (e.g., by paying them a recruitment commission for every person they

recruit and a sales bonus for every unit they sell). However, in reality, over 90% of

the network marketing industry uses multilevel schemes (DSA, 2014). Moreover, al-

though there is no obvious reason why 1-level schemes cannot be used for the purpose

of sustaining a pyramid scam, various companies that were deemed2 pyramid scams

used multilevel schemes. In this paper, we suggest a mechanism that can explain these

stylized facts.

To better understand the difference between MLM and pyramid scams, we develop

a model in which a scheme organizer (SO) sells a good to a network of agents that is

formed randomly and sequentially, where the agents buy only from people to whom

2See, e.g., FTC v. Fortune Hi-Tech Marketing Inc. (2013) for a pyramid scam that used a multilevel
reward scheme to recruit over 100,000 distributors in the United States and Canada.
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they are directly connected. To reach new pools of customers (agents to whom the SO

is not directly connected), the SO uses a reward scheme to incentivize agents to sell the

good and recruit (sell distribution licenses to) new distributors. A key feature of the

model is that each agent’s likelihood of meeting new potential buyers and distributors

decreases over time, which makes it unattractive to join the sales force late in the game.

To capture the idea that the main product that is being traded in a pyramid scam

is the right to recruit other agents to the pyramid, assume for a moment that the

good has no intrinsic value such that the only “products” being traded in the model

are distribution licenses. If there exists a reward scheme such that the SO makes a

strictly positive profit in its induced game, then we have a pyramid scam. Classic

no-trade theorems rule out such scams for rational agents in our model, reflecting the

fact that such agents cannot be fooled.3 Hence, to better understand such scams and

their underlying reward schemes, we depart from the rational expectations paradigm.

We use the analogy-based expectation equilibrium (ABEE) framework (Jehiel,

2005) to relax the requirement that each agent has a perfect perception of the other

agents’ behavior. Under the behavioral model, agents neglect the fact that other agents’

strategies are time-contingent. As a result, they underestimate the extent to which re-

cruiting new members becomes more difficult over time. Despite this mistake, each

agent’s beliefs are statistically correct and can be interpreted as resulting from the use

of a simplified model of the other agents’ behavior.

We establish that if there are sufficiently many agents, then the SO can sustain a

pyramid scam; that is, there are reward schemes that enable the SO to make a strictly

positive profit in an ABEE even if the good has no intrinsic value. After establishing

the existence of such schemes, we study their structure and show that they (i) charge

a license fee and (ii) pay for at least two levels of downline recruits. In other words,

there exists no 1-level scheme such that the SO makes a strictly positive profit in its

induced game when the only products being traded are distribution licenses.

While the intuition for the existence result is similar to the intuition in previous

environments in which ABEE has been used to explain speculation—e.g., the centipede

game (Jehiel, 2005) or the capped bubble game (Moinas and Pouget, 2013)—the intu-

ition for the impossibility result is new. As in previously studied environments, ABEEs

have a threshold feature: agents buy licenses up to some time t and then stop. We show

that, conditional on buying a license at time t, an agent whose beliefs are statistically

3While under the classic rational expectations paradigm agents cannot be scammed, in practice, we
observe countless pyramid scams (see, e.g., Keep and Vander Nat, 2014, and the references therein).
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correct (as in an ABEE) cannot expect to sell more than one license. Thus, no com-

mission on the agent’s own sales (of licenses) would cover the license fee and make it

beneficial for him to participate. Note that, in addition to overestimating the number

of direct recruits, our agent also overestimates the number of agents his recruits will

recruit. When the SO uses a multilevel scheme, these mistakes accumulate, and so the

agent may find it worthwhile to purchase a license.

To obtain a better understanding of MLM, we investigate a setting in which the

good is intrinsically valued. We solve for the SO’s optimal scheme under two behavioral

assumptions. First, if the agents are fully rational, then the optimal scheme does not

charge license fees, nor does it pay recruitment commissions. Instead, it compensates

distributors for the number of units they sell and for the number of units their recruits

sell. Second, when agents are analogy-based reasoners, then the properties of the

optimal scheme depend on the demand for the good. When the demand is sufficiently

high, the optimal scheme looks just like when agents are fully rational. However,

when the demand is sufficiently low, the optimal scheme charges a license fee and pays

commissions for at least two levels of downline recruits. Thus, the tools that pyramid

scams are based on—multiple recruitment commissions and license fees—disappear

when the demand for the good is high and emerge again when the demand is low.

We study the implications of banning license fees and recruitment commissions

and find that such a regulation may reduce the profit of an SO who faces analogy-

based reasoners. However, we show that there is a limit to this negative effect. Even

under such a regulation, the SO can still obtain an expected profit that is at least as

high as the fundamental value of the operation, namely, the expected profit that an

unregulated SO could obtain from fully rational agents. Thus, such a regulation could

eliminate distributor losses and would never force a business that can survive with

rational participants to shut down.

Related literature

Our paper relates to the strand of the behavioral industrial organization literature that

studies market settings and contractual features that enable firms to exploit agents

who are subject to different biases. Spiegler (2011) offers a textbook treatment of such

models and Heidhues and Kőszegi (2018) provide a comprehensive review of this strand

of the literature.

In the context of MLM, an independent paper by Stivers et al. (2019) studies

important aspects in the relation between MLM schemes and pyramid scams. The
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authors assume that agents are overoptimistic about the possibility of recruiting new

members. As a result of this overoptimism, the agents purchase distributorships re-

gardless of whether they believe that retailing the good is profitable, which results in

a pyramid scam. There are two main differences between their model and ours. First,

Stivers et al. (2019) take a reduced-form approach to how agents form their beliefs

while in the present paper agents’ beliefs emerge endogenously in equilibrium. This

endogeneity limits the agents’ ability to err and allows us to investigate the extent of

biases that are needed to support a pyramid scam. Second, Stivers et al. (2019) restrict

attention to 1-level reward schemes while the present paper allows for a richer set of

schemes. This richness allows us to characterize optimal MLM schemes and explore

conditions on the reward scheme that make pyramid scams viable rather than not.

We use the analogy-based expectation equilibrium (Jehiel, 2005) as our main be-

havioral framework. A closely related concept, the partially cursed equilibrium, was

developed by Eyster and Rabin (2005) for Bayesian games. In a partially cursed equi-

librium, each agent fails to realize the extent to which the other agents’ actions depend

on their private information. Similar ideas have been applied in various contexts and,

in particular, in the context of behavioral industrial organization. For example, Pic-

cione and Rubinstein (2003) study intertemporal pricing when consumers reason in

terms of a coarse representation of the correct equilibrium price distribution.

The pure pyramid scams in our model resemble speculative bubbles (note that bub-

bles do not include the design and recruiting aspects of a pyramid). Shiller (2015) de-

scribes such bubbles as naturally occurring Ponzi processes.4 Bianchi and Jehiel (2010)

and Moinas and Pouget (2013) show that the analogy-based expectation equilibrium

logic can sustain a bubble,5 and Jehiel (2005) shows that it can sustain cooperation in

the finite-horizon centipede game, which can be interpreted as a speculative bubble.

Abreu and Brunnermeier (2003) and Moinas and Pouget (2013) study models in

which investors become aware of a finite bubble sequentially and face uncertainty about

the time at which the bubble started. In both models, a bubble can be sustained in

equilibrium under common knowledge of rationality. Unlike in these models, in the

4Although Ponzi schemes and pyramid schemes are related and these terms are often used syn-
onymously, they are different in several important aspects. In particular, Ponzi scheme participants
are not required to recruit new members in order to make a profit. Moreover, they sometimes believe
that an ordinary investment underlies the operation. For example, the participants in Wincapita, a
Finnish Ponzi scheme, did not know the true nature of the scheme until it collapsed (Rantala, 2019).

5Moinas and Pouget (2013) also provide experimental evidence that the analogy-based expectation
equilibrium logic is relevant for speculative bubbles.
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present paper classic no-trade arguments (Tirole, 1982) hold and so uncertainty about

the time at which the operation started cannot lead to participation in a pure pyramid

scam without deviations from the rational expectations paradigm. The reason that no-

trade arguments do not hold in the previous models is either that the induced trading

game is not a negative-sum game (in Abreu and Brunnermeier’s model) or that traders

can suffer a (potentially) infinite loss (in Moinas and Pouget’s model). In our game, on

average, pyramid scam participants incur losses, and their potential loss is bounded.

MLM schemes have received considerable attention outside of the economics litera-

ture. A strand of the computer science literature (see, e.g., Emek et al., 2011; Babaioff

et al., 2012) focuses on MLM schemes’ robustness to Sybil attacks. The marketing

literature has addressed ethical issues in MLM and the resemblance of such schemes to

pyramid scams. The common view in that literature is that a company is a pyramid

scam if the participants’ compensation is based primarily on recruitment rather than

sales to end users (see, e.g., Koehn, 2001; Keep and Vander Nat, 2002).

The paper proceeds as follows. The model is presented in Section 2. The main

analysis is performed in Section 3 and Section 4 concludes. All formal proofs are

relegated to the appendix.

2 The Model

There is a scheme organizer (SO) who produces a good free of cost and with no capacity

constraints, and a set of agents I = {1, ..., n}. Each agent i ∈ I has a unit demand

and a willingness to pay q ≥ 0.

In each period t = 1, 2, ..., n, one agent enters the game. We refer to the t-th entrant

as agent it. Upon entering the game, agent it meets one player j ∈ {SO, i1, ..., it−1}
chosen uniformly at random by nature.6 For example, agent i2 meets either the SO

or agent i1, each with probability 0.5. In period 1, the SO can offer agent i1 the

opportunity to purchase a distribution license. Conditional on receiving an offer, i1

can accept or reject it. Let D1 = {SO, i1} if i1 accepts an offer and D1 = {SO}
otherwise. In each period t > 1, if agent it meets a player j ∈ Dt−1, then j can offer

him the opportunity to purchase a distribution license. Otherwise, if it meets an agent

j 6∈ Dt−1, then he will not be offered the opportunity to purchase a distribution license.

If he receives an offer, it can accept or reject it. Let Dt = Dt−1 ∪ {it} if it accepts an

offer and Dt = Dt−1 otherwise.

6We assume that nature makes her choice at the beginning of period t.
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Let G denote the directed tree, rooted at the SO, that is induced by the above

process, where each node represents an agent and each meeting is represented by an

edge that points away from the root. We use d (i, j) to denote the length of the directed

path from i ∈ I ∪ {SO} to j ∈ I if such a path exists.

To illustrate the game tree, suppose that, at the end of period 9, G is as presented

in Figure 1 and D9 = {SO, i1, i2, i3}. Recall that agent i10 is equally likely to meet

each j ∈ {SO, i1, ..., i9}. If i10 meets j ∈ D9, then j decides whether or not to make

i10 an offer. If i10 meets an agent j 6∈ D9, then agent i10 does not receive an offer.

SO i1 i2 i7

i9i4i5 i6

i3i8

Figure 1: A snapshot of G at the end of period 9.

Agents who meet a distributor or the SO can purchase the good for personal con-

sumption. The choice of whether to purchase the good or not and the choice of whether

to sell the good or not are modeled in a non-strategic manner. We assume that the SO

fixes a price η at the beginning of the game and that when an agent meets a distributor

or the SO, he buys a unit of the good for personal consumption if and only if η ≤ q

(regardless of whether he receives an offer to purchase a license or not).

Agents in the model make two types of strategic choices: whether to accept an

offer (to purchase a license) upon entering the game, and, conditional on purchasing

a license, whether to make an offer when they meet agents later in the game. In each

period t, each player i ∈ {SO, i1, ..., it} knows the period t, his immediate predecessor

in G, the realization of the subtree of G rooted at i up to period t, and, for every agent j

in that subtree, whether j purchased a license. Denote by Hi the set of information sets

in which player i ∈ I ∪ {SO} moves. Player i’s strategy is a mapping σi : Hi → {0, 1},
where in each h ∈ Hi, i chooses whether or not to make an offer, or else chooses whether

or not to accept one. We use σ = (σi)i∈I∪{SO} to denote a profile of strategies.

The transfers between the SO and the distributors are determined according to a

reward scheme that consists of:

• A license fee φ.

• Recruitment commissions: a1, a2, a3, a4, ... ≥ 0.
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• Sales bonuses: b1, b2, b3, b4, ... ≥ 0.

The SO receives φ from every agent who purchases a distribution license (i.e., accepts

an offer) and η from every agent who purchases the good for personal consumption, and

pays recruitment commissions and sales bonuses to distributors based on their success

and their downline recruits’ success in recruiting new distributors and selling the good.

Formally, when an agent j accepts an offer for a distribution license, he pays φ to the

SO and the SO pays a recruitment commission of ad(l,j) to every distributor l on the

directed path from the SO to j. When an agent j purchases the good, he pays η to the

SO, and the SO pays a sales bonus of bd(l,j) to every distributor l on the directed path

from the SO to j. Let a := (aτ )τ≥1, b := (bτ )τ≥1, a−1 := (aτ )τ≥2, and b−1 := (bτ )τ≥2.

We say that a reward scheme is a z-level scheme if aτ = 0 and bτ = 0 for every

τ > z, and az 6= 0 or bz 6= 0. For example, in a 1-level scheme a−1 = b−1 = 0, and so

the agents are compensated only for their direct sales and recruitments. In a 2-level

scheme, agents are also compensated for their recruits’ sales and recruitments.

We shall focus on schemes where aτ ≤ φ and bτ ≤ q for every τ ≥ 1, and refer to

such schemes as incentive-compatible (IC) schemes. This constraint implies that for

a distributor, the cost of creating a fictitious new tree of sales and recruits is greater

than the direct benefit of doing so (i.e., the transfers from the SO to the root).

The payoff of an agent who purchases a license consists of the transfers specified

by the reward scheme and two additional costs. First, when an agent accepts an offer,

he incurs a cost of c > 0, which reflects the cost of learning how to market the good.

Second, the person who recruited him incurs a cost of ĉ > 0, which reflects the cost of

training the new distributor.7 We assume that when the SO recruits an agent he also

incurs a cost of ĉ.

We denote by Γ(R) the game that is induced by the reward scheme R. Agents are

risk neutral and maximize their expected payoff in Γ(R) given the reward scheme and

their beliefs about other players’ behavior. The highest expected payoff the SO obtains

across all equilibria of Γ(R) is denoted by π(R).

Discussion: Modeling Assumptions

Meeting process. We borrow the meeting process from the applied statistics literature,

where it is referred to as the uniform random recursive tree model (for a textbook

7It is possible to incorporate moral hazard into the model by adding a choice of whether to train
the new recruit without changing the key results of the paper.
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treatment, see Drmota, 2009).8 This process rests on the assumptions that there is a

deterministic date at which the game ends, that only one meeting occurs in each pe-

riod, and that each agent is directly connected to only one agent upstream (i.e., agents

have market power in their social neighborhood). Our main results and insights do not

depend on the specific network formation process or its underlying assumptions, as we

shall explain in Section 4. We use this process since it allows us to convey the main

messages while keeping the exposition relatively simple.

Incentive compatibility. The SO faces the risk that the distributors will create fictitious

recruits to become eligible for additional commissions and bonuses.9 Motivated by this

risk, we shall focus on IC schemes. This constraint mitigates the above risk since it

implies that, for a distributor, the cost of creating a fictitious new tree of sales and

recruits is greater than the direct benefit of doing so (i.e., the transfers from the SO

to the root). The incentive-compatibility constraint rests on the assumption that the

SO can verify10 the identity of any distributor who wishes to receive commissions and

therefore, even if a distributor were to create a fictitious recruit, he would not be able

to collect the commissions that the fictitious recruit is eligible to receive.

3 Analysis

We start the analysis by studying the social optimum. We then explore the properties

of schemes that maximize the SO’s expected payoff under two behavioral models. In

Section 3.2 we assume that agents are fully rational whereas in Section 3.3 we adapt

Jehiel’s (2005) framework and assume that the agents are analogy-based reasoners.

Since the agents’ behavior in all of these settings is independent of η for all prices

η ≤ q, we shall fix η = q throughout the analysis without loss of generality.

8Gastwirth (1977) and Bhattacharya and Gastwirth (1984) used this model to examine two real-
world pyramid scams and to demonstrate that only a small fraction of the participants can cover the
license fees. Neither of these papers, however, takes strategic considerations into account.

9In the computer science literature, manipulations in this spirit are often referred to as local false-
name manipulations or local splits (see, e.g., Emek et al., 2011; Babaioff et al., 2012).

10We shall discuss the verifiability assumption in detail in the concluding section.
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3.1 Benchmark: The Social Optimum

From a social perspective, the cost of turning agent it into a distributor is c + ĉ: c is

incurred by it when learning how to market the good, and ĉ is incurred by his recruiter

when training it. Recall that agents consume the good if and only if they meet a

distributor upon entering the game. In expectation, agent it meets

vt := E

[
|{j ∈ I : d(it, j) = 1}|

]
=

1

t+ 1
+ ...+

1

n
(1)

new entrants in periods t + 1, ..., n (for completeness, let vn := 0). Thus, if agent it

becomes a distributor he provides the good to vt agents who would not consume it

otherwise. Hence, the direct social benefit from turning agent it into a distributor is

qvt. If qvt > c + ĉ, then it is socially desirable that agent it will purchase a license

even if we do not take into account downline recruitment. Since vt is monotonically

decreasing in t, if qvt < c + ĉ, then from a social perspective it is best if agent it does

not recruit anyone. We can conclude that if qvt < c + ĉ then it is socially undesirable

that it will obtain a license even if downline recruitment is taken into account. Hence,

the social optimum is characterized by a cutoff period kw = sup{t|qvt ≥ c + ĉ} such

that agents obtain distribution licenses if and only if they enter the game before11 kw.

We say that a reward scheme R is socially optimal if there exists an equilibrium of

Γ(R) that implements a socially optimal allocation of distribution licenses, that is, an

equilibrium in which, for every t ∈ {1, ..., n}, agent it purchases a license if and only if

qvt ≥ c+ ĉ. (2)

3.2 Fully Rational Agents

Our objective in this section is to understand the properties of reward schemes that

maximize the SO’s expected payoff when he cannot scam the agents. To this end, we

assume that agents are fully rational and, hence, not vulnerable to deceptive practices.

In this setting, the reward scheme incentivizes agents to sell the good and recruit others

to the sales force, which allows the SO to reach potential customers to whom he is not

directly connected who would not buy the good otherwise.

To capture that the agents are fully rational, we use perfect Bayesian equilibrium

11In the optimal stopping literature, such rules are known as “one-step look-ahead rules” or “myopic
rules.”
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(PBE) to solve the model. A scheme R is said to be profit-maximizing if there exists

no scheme R′ such that πPBE(R′) > πPBE(R). Throughout the analysis, we assume

that an agent who is indifferent whether to accept an offer or not accepts it, and that

a distributor who is indifferent whether to make an offer or not makes it.12

We start the analysis with a simple benchmark result that establishes that, indeed,

the SO cannot scam fully rational agents.

3.2.1 Pure pyramid scams (q = 0)

To capture the idea that the main “good” being traded in a pyramid scam is the right

to recruit others to the pyramid, we set q = 0, in which case it is commonly known that

the only goods that are being traded in the model are distribution licenses. Intuitively,

such a market should not exist as trade in distribution licenses does not add any value.

Indeed, at the social optimum, no agent obtains a license in this case. We say that

the SO sustains a pure pyramid scam if q = 0 and there exists a reward scheme such

that the SO makes a strictly positive expected payoff in an equilibrium of its induced

game. Proposition 1 establishes that when agents are fully rational it is impossible to

for him to do so.

Proposition 1 Let q = 0. There exists no scheme R such that πPBE(R) > 0.

When q = 0, reward schemes induce negative-sum transfers between the agents and

the SO. Proposition 1 then follows from classic no-trade arguments (Tirole, 1982).

3.2.2 Multilevel Marketing of Genuine Goods (q > 0)

Having established that the SO cannot make a profit when he produces worthless

products, we turn to the case in which the agents are willing to pay for the product

and study their equilibrium behavior and the schemes that maximize the SO’s expected

payoff. Let us start with the agents’ perspective. Since the likelihood of meeting new

entrants goes down over time, agents who enter the game in its early stages meet more

people, and so have more opportunities to sell the good and recruit new members.

As the cost of purchasing a license is fixed, early entrants find it more beneficial to

purchase a license than later entrants. Moreover, since the cost of training a new recruit

is fixed, distributors find it more beneficial to recruit a new entrant in the early stages

12Our results are not sensitive to these assumptions since agents break their indifference in favor of
accepting and making offers in the PBE that maximizes the SO’s expected payoff.
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of the game rather than in its later stages (we say that a distributor recruits an agent

if he makes an offer to the latter and the latter accepts). The next lemma formalizes

this argument and shows that the equilibrium of the game has a threshold structure.

Lemma 1 Consider a scheme R. In every PBE of Γ(R):

1. If agent it receives an offer, he accepts it if and only if vtb1 ≥ c+ φ.

2. A distributor who meets agent it recruits him if and only if vtb1 ≥ c + φ and

vtb2 + a1 ≥ ĉ.

To obtain intuition for the first condition in Lemma 1, note that vtb1 is the bonuses

agent it expects to obtain from the sales he makes directly and c+φ is the total cost of

becoming a distributor. Thus, when vtb1 ≥ c+φ, agent it finds it optimal to purchase a

license even without taking the possibility of recruiting new members into account. To

see why vtb1 ≥ c+φ is also a necessary condition for it to purchase a license, note that,

if it is the last agent who is supposed to purchase a license in a PBE, he cannot expect

to recruit anyone. He thus finds it optimal to purchase a license only if vtb1 ≥ c + φ.

Since vt is decreasing in t, this condition must hold for every agent who purchases a

license before t, namely, every agent who purchases a license in equilibrium.

To understand the second condition in Lemma 1, note that a distributor who re-

cruits agent it obtains, in expectation, vtb2 for it’s direct sales and a1 for recruiting

it. Thus, if vtb2 + a1 ≥ ĉ, then it is optimal for distributors to recruit it regardless

of whether they believe that later entrants will purchase licenses or not. To see that

this condition is also necessary, note that it must hold for the last period t in which

a distributor is supposed to recruit an entrant as that distributor cannot expect the

entrant to recruit anyone. Since vt is decreasing in t, vtb2 + a1 ≥ ĉ for every period t

in which distributors are supposed to recruit in equilibrium.

The conditions in Lemma 1 imply that the agents’ behavior in equilibrium is char-

acterized by two thresholds, k1 and k2 ≤ k1, such that every agent who enters the

game up to period k1 accepts every offer he receives, and distributors recruit every

agent they meet up to period k2. Note that if k2 < k1, then agents may receive offers

in periods k2 + 1, ..., k1 only if they meet the SO. The SO makes an offer in period

t ∈ {k2 + 1, ..., k1} if the cost of training the new recruit ĉ is less than the expected net

revenue from the new recruit’s direct sales vt(q− b1) as the new recruit is not expected

to recruit new recruits himself.
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Having characterized the structure of PBE, we now turn to study the scheme that

maximizes the SO’s expected payoff. By Lemma 1, the agents’ PBE behavior depends

only on φ, b1, a1, and b2. Thus, schemes that pay higher-order commissions can only

increase the SO’s cost and reduce his profit. Therefore, in the remainder of this section,

we shall focus on 2-level schemes with a2 = 0.

Theorem 1 If q > c+ĉ
v2

+ c
2v22

, then, in the profit-maximizing scheme, (φ, a1, b1, b2) =

(0, 0, c
vk1
, ĉ
vk2

), where the cutoff periods k1 and k2 satisfy k1 ≥ k2 ≥ 2. If q ∈ ( c+ĉ
v1
, c+ĉ
v2

+
c

2v22
), then every scheme that pays b1 = c+φ

v1
is profit-maximizing. Finally, if q < c+ĉ

v1
,

then the SO maximizes profits by selling directly to the agents.

The condition q > c+ĉ
v2

+ c
2v22

guarantees that the agents’ willingness to pay q is suf-

ficiently large relative to n, c, and ĉ such that, at the optimum, the SO incentivizes (at

least) two agents to purchase a license. When this condition is violated, incentivizing

multiple agents to purchase a license is suboptimal, which renders MLM irrelevant: the

SO’s profit is either maximized by incentivizing a single agent to purchase a license

(when q ∈ ( c+ĉ
v1
, c+ĉ
v2

+ c
2v22

)) or by selling directly to the agents (when q < c+ĉ
v1

).

To see why charging a license fee is detrimental to the SO when MLM is relevant,

consider the last agent who is supposed to purchase a license in a PBE. At the optimum,

this marginal agent is indifferent whether to purchase a license or not as, otherwise, the

SO could charge a higher license fee without affecting the agents’ PBE behavior. The

fee φ must be compensated by direct sales bonuses for the marginal agent. Since infra-

marginal agents earn more bonuses, a reduction in φ and b1 that keeps the marginal

agent indifferent reduces the SO’s cost. In other words, scaling down φ and b1 reduces

the rents agents obtain by purchasing a license early in the game.

Note that IC schemes that do not charge a license fee cannot pay directly for

recruitment, i.e., φ = 0 implies that a1 = 0. Thus, by refraining from charging a fee

the SO loses some flexibility in choosing how to incentivize distributors to recruit new

members: he must use b2 rather than a1 or a combination of the two. As we show in

the proof, this effect is of second order such that the SO is better off setting a1 = φ = 0.

Lemma 1 implies that if k1 is the last period in which agents accept offers and k2 is

the last period in which distributors make offers, then b1vk1 ≥ c+φ and a1 + b2vk2 ≥ ĉ.

Since a profit-maximizing scheme must leave the marginal agent and the marginal

distributor indifferent, (a1, φ) = (0, 0) implies that (b1, b2) = ( c
vk1
, ĉ
vk2

).

We now revisit the restrictions on the contract space and explore how they enable

the distributors to obtain rents for purchasing a license early in the game. First, the
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restriction to time-invariant schemes prevents the SO from discriminating among the

distributors based on the time at which they purchase a license. If the SO could charge

a fee that decreases over time, then he would be able to charge each distributor a

fee that leaves the latter with no surplus without affecting the other agents’ behavior.

This, in turn, would allow the SO to maximize the social surplus and capture all

of it.13 Second, the incentive-compatibility restriction prevents the SO from directly

compensating the agents for their costs. For example, a non-IC 1-level scheme that

charges φ = −c and pays a1 = ĉ and b1 = 0 would compensate the agents’ directly for

every cost incurred, leave them with no rents, and implement the social optimum.

In general, profit-maximizing schemes are not socially optimal: they pay lower com-

missions and incentivize fewer agents to become distributors than is socially optimal.

Under a socially optimal scheme kw1 = kw2 =: kw, whereas under profit maximization

k2 ≤ k1 ≤ kw (with strict inequalities when n and q are not too small relative to c and

ĉ). As a result, profit-maximizing schemes result in fewer agents buying the good than

is socially optimal. To gain intuition, note that, from the SO’s perspective, raising the

number of distributors from t−1 to t entails paying higher bonuses that make it worth-

while for it to buy a license. Since all agents are paid according to the same scheme, by

increasing the bonuses the SO essentially forgoes some of the profit from the first t− 1

distributors’ sales. The social point of view ignores this effect and, therefore, socially

optimal schemes induce more distributors relative to profit-maximizing schemes.

3.3 Boundedly Rational Agents

Our main objective in this section is to understand the forces and compensation plans

that enable pyramid scams to operate. As Proposition 1 suggests, we cannot do so by

means of the classic rational expectations model and we shall therefore depart from

this model. We shall weaken the Nash equilibrium assumption that agents have perfect

perception of the other agents’ behavior in every possible contingency, an assumption

that might be too extreme when individuals face complicated new situations.

Jehiel (2005) suggests an elegant framework that incorporates partial sophistication

into extensive-form games. In this framework, different contingencies are bundled into

analogy classes and the agents are only required to hold correct beliefs about the other

13For example, the SO could use a 1-level scheme that charges each distributor it a fee of ĉ +
max{(vt − vkw) c+ĉ

vkw
, 0} and pays a fixed bonus of b1 = c+ĉ

vkw
and a fixed commission of a1 = ĉ. In a

PBE of the induced game, the first kw entrants purchase a license and receive an expected payoff of
0.
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agents’ average behavior in every analogy class.

Our agents have this type of correct, yet coarse, perception of the other agents’

behavior. They understand the frequencies at which the other agents accept and make

offers. However, they do not understand the time-contingent nature of the other agents’

behavior. In simple words, agents do not base their expectations that offers will be

accepted on the time at which they are made. Instead, they pool all offers made at

any point in time and consider the average rate of offer acceptances. Thus, agents

view other agents’ behavior as if it were time-invariant and underestimate the extent

to which it becomes more difficult to recruit new members over time.

In equilibrium, the agents’ beliefs about the other agents’ behavior are statistically

correct, and can be interpreted as a result of learning from partial feedback about the

behavior in similar games that were played in the past (e.g., similar schemes organized

by the SO). One motivation for the agents’ coarse reasoning is that obtaining feedback

about the aggregate behavior in these past schemes’ induced games might be easier

than gathering information about the time and context in which each offer was made.

Under the solution concept, agents’ beliefs about non-strategic aspects and, in par-

ticular, the network formation process are correct. Thus, when contemplating buying

a license, agents correctly predict the number of opportunities to recruit new members

and sell the good that they will have in the future.

Formally, for each i ∈ I we denote by H1
i the set of information sets in which i

chooses whether or not to purchase a license, and by H2
i the set of information sets in

which i chooses whether or not to make an offer. Let M1 := ∪i∈IH1
i and M2 := ∪i∈IH2

i .

We refer to M1 and M2 as the agents’ analogy classes and denote by rσ (h) the objective

probability of reaching h ∈M1∪M2 conditional on the profile σ being played. For each

i ∈ I, αi = (αi1, α
i
2) are agent i’s analogy-based expectations about the other agents’

behavior. A strategy σi is a best response to αi if it is optimal given a belief that each

agent j 6= i accepts every offer he receives with probability αi1 and that, if j has the

opportunity to make an offer, then he makes it with probability αi2. Let α := (αi)i∈I .

Definition 1 Agent i’s analogy-based expectations αi are said to be consistent with

the profile of strategies σ if, for every k ∈ {1, 2}, it holds that αik =
∑
h∈Mk

rσ(h)σ(h)∑
h∈Mk

rσ(h)

whenever rσ (h) > 0 for some h ∈Mk.

Definition 2 The pair (σ, α) forms an analogy-based expectation equilibrium (ABEE)

if, for each i ∈ I, αi is consistent with σ and σi is a best response to αi.
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Consistency implies that, in an ABEE, αi1 = αj1 and αi2 = αj2 for every pair of agents

i, j ∈ I. Therefore, we shall omit the superscript and use α1 and α2 instead.

Discussion: Consistency, analogy classes, and the SO’s strategy

Consistency. Definition 1 does not place any restrictions on the agents’ beliefs

about analogy classes that are not reached with strictly positive probability. We can

refrain from placing such restrictions as the only equilibria in which M1 and M2 are not

reached with strictly positive probability are equilibria in which the SO never makes

any offers, which are of secondary interest and do not change our results.

Consistency implies that the agents’ expectations α1 match the proportion of ac-

cepted offers. An important feature of consistency is that information sets are weighted

according to the likelihood of their being reached. To see this, let n = 3 and consider

a profile σ in which the SO makes an offer in period 1 and, in each period t ∈ {2, 3},
every i ∈ Dt−1 makes an offer if he meets an agent. Moreover, suppose that agent i1

accepts the SO’s offer and all other agents reject every offer they receive. Note that

agents i1 and i2 always receive an offer under σ. Agent i3 receives an offer with proba-

bility 2
3

since, with probability 1
3
, he meets agent i2 who does not have a license. Only

the first of the 8
3

offers is accepted. Hence, α1 = 1
1+1+ 2

3

= 3
8
> 1

3
is consistent with σ.

Analogy classes. Each agent i’s analogy classes, M1 and M2, consist of all of the

information sets in which agents move, including information sets in which i himself

moves.14 This is consistent with interpreting i’s behavior as best responding to coarse

feedback about the behavior in similar games that were played in the past by a different

set of agents (i.e., i himself did not play in these games). Note that since i was not a

player in these past games, his own actions do not affect his analogy-based expectations.

We could exclude the information sets in which agent i moves from his own analogy

classes. These alternative analogy classes are consistent with the interpretation of i’s

behavior as best responding to coarse feedback about the behavior in similar games in

which i himself played in the past. Our results hold under both types of partitions.15

The SO’s strategy. The solution concept does not require that the SO’s strategy be

optimal. Thus, effectively, the SO is allowed to commit to a strategy. He can potentially

14We refrain from defining an analogy class for the agents’ decisions on whether to purchase the
good or not (which are non-strategic). Were we to define such an analogy class, it would not affect
the analysis since the probability with which agents purchase the good is constant over time (and so,
in an ABEE, the agents’ expectations about the possibility of selling the good would be correct).

15In fact, the alternative analogy classes were employed in an earlier version of this paper (Antler,
2018).
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benefit from such commitment as his behavior affects α. The SO’s commitment power

allows us to simplify the exposition, but does not affect the results.

3.3.1 Pure Pyramid Scams (q = 0)

As in Section 3.2, we start the analysis with the case of q = 0 in which it is commonly

known that the players are trading only distribution licenses. Since there is no demand

for the good, we will set b = 0 throughout this section without loss of generality. We

focus on the case of q = 0 to simplify the exposition. However, as we clarify later, all

of the results and insights of this section apply when q > 0 is small relative to c and ĉ.

Our main objective in this subsection is to understand the necessary conditions for

a pyramid to operate. We first show that the SO cannot sustain a pure pyramid scam

by means of 1-level scheme (Theorem 2). Thus, behind every pure pyramid scam in

our model is a scheme that pays for at least two levels of downline recruits. Theorem 3

shows that if the number of potential participants is sufficiently large, it is possible to

sustain a pure pyramid scam by means of a 2-level scheme, and establishes necessary

conditions for such a scheme to be profitable. Theorem 4 shows that the SO may have

to use a 3-level scheme to sustain a pure pyramid scam. The analysis in this section

establishes that increasing the number of levels increases the agents’ overestimation of

the value of a distributorship, which in turn can increase the profits of scams and be

essential to making them viable.

We now show that the SO cannot sustain a pure pyramid scam by means of a scheme

that compensates distributors only for the number of agents they directly recruit.

Theorem 2 Let q = 0. There exists no 1-level scheme R such that πABEE(R) > 0.

To gain intuition for this result, let us suppose for a moment that agents purchase

licenses in an ABEE. Note that the number of licenses sold is equal to the number of

distributors. The SO sells licenses to some of the distributors and therefore, on average,

each distributor sells less than one license. In an ABEE, each agent’s beliefs about other

agents’ tendency to accept offers as well as his beliefs about the number of opportunities

to recruit new members are statistically correct, and so the average distributor analogy-

based expects to sell less than one license. The incentive-compatibility assumption

implies that a1 ≤ φ, and so the average distributor cannot recoup the license fee and,

therefore, finds it suboptimal to purchase a license.

Next, we establish necessary conditions for a 2-level scheme to be profitable.
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Theorem 3 Let q = 0. There exists an integer n?2 such that a 2-level scheme R for

which πABEE(R) > 0 exists if and only if n ≥ n?2. Moreover, every 2-level scheme R

that induces a payoff πABEE(R) > 0 for the SO pays a1 > 0, a2 > 0, and a1 + a2 > φ.

The intuition for the existence result resembles the intuition for the ABEE analysis

of the finite-horizon centipede game (Jehiel, 2005) and the capped bubble game (Moinas

and Pouget, 2013). In an ABEE in which agents accept offers, they accept offers up to

some period t and reject offers afterward. However, analogy-based reasoners view the

other agents’ behavior as if it were time-invariant: each agent falsely believes that each

of the other agents accepts offers with probability α1, even after period t. Thus, agent

it falsely expects that he will recruit new entrants, that his recruits will recruit new

entrants, and so on. This overoptimistic belief is what makes agent it pay the license

fee and join the pyramid.

What is the difference between multilevel schemes and 1-level schemes? Multilevel

and, in particular, 2-level schemes induce contracts that require prospective partici-

pants to assess not only the number of people they will recruit in the future but also

the number of people their recruits will recruit in the future. The agents’ imperfect

perception of the other agents’ behavior leads them to overestimate both of these vari-

ables. As we showed in Theorem 2, agents whose beliefs are statistically correct do

not overestimate their own ability to recruit by much and, therefore, the SO cannot

overcome the incentive-compatibility constraint and sustain a pyramid scam by means

of a 1-level scheme. In a similar manner, the agents do not overestimate their recruits’

ability to sell licenses by much. However, the accumulation of agents’ mistakes allows

the SO to overcome the incentive-compatibility constraint and sustain a pyramid scam.

To see why a1+a2 > φ is a necessary condition for a 2-level scheme to be profitable,

recall from Theorem 2 that the average agent cannot expect to sell more than one

license. Since agents who enter the game later have fewer opportunities to sell licenses,

the average agent cannot expect that, on average, his successors in the game tree

will sell more than one license each. Thus, he cannot expect to have more than one

distributor in the second level of his downline. Therefore, he cannot expect a payoff

greater than a1+a2−c−φ, and so finds it suboptimal to purchase a license if a1+a2 ≤ φ.

The next example further illustrates the difference between 1- and 2-level schemes

by considering a profile of strategies and showing why it cannot be part of an ABEE

of a 1-level scheme’s induced game but may be part of an ABEE of a 2-level scheme’s

induced game.
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Example 1 Let n = 100 and consider a profile σ in which agents accept every offer

up to period k1, reject every offer after period k1, distributors make an offer to every

agent they meet, and the SO makes offers to every agent he meets up to period k1 and

does not make offers afterward. The proof of Theorem 3 shows that σ is consistent with

the analogy-based expectations α1 = k1
k1+k1vk1

and α2 = 1. We now consider different

schemes and ask whether σ can be part of an ABEE of their induced games.

First, to illustrate the impossibility result, consider a 1-level scheme R and the

marginal agent ik1. Since a1 ≤ φ, he can recoup the license fee only if he recruits more

than one agent. In expectation, he makes vk1 offers and analogy-based expects each of

them to be accepted with probability α1. Since α1vk1 < 1, agent ik1 finds it suboptimal

to purchase a license, in contradiction to σ being part of an ABEE of Γ(R).

Second, to illustrate the possibility result, consider a 2-level scheme R. Note that

agent ik1 may recoup the license fee if the sum of the number of agents he recruits and

the number of people they recruit exceeds 1. He analogy-based expects this sum to be

α1vk1 + α2
1α2

n∑
j=k1+1

1

j
vj =

k1
k1 + k1vk1

vk1 + (
k1

k1 + k1vk1
)2

n∑
j=k1+1

1

j
vj, (3)

where α1vk1 is the number of people he analogy-based expects to recruit and α2
1α2

∑n
j=k1+1

1
j
vj

is the number of people he analogy-based expects that these recruits will recruit. As il-

lustrated by the red line in Figure 2, expression (3) is greater than 1 if k1 ≤ 5. Thus,

potentially, σ can be part of an ABEE of Γ(R).

Whether σ is part of an ABEE or not depends not only on the exact value of k1, but

also on whether the commissions a1 and a2 are sufficiently large relative to φ, c, and ĉ.

For example, if the costs c and ĉ are negligible, σ (with k1 = 5) is part of an ABEE of

a 2-level scheme that pays a1 = a2 = 0.9853 and charges φ = 1. That ABEE induces

an expected payoff of 2.4546 for the SO. To verify that σ is part of an ABEE, note

that (3) is equal to 1/0.9853 when k1 = 5 such that the marginal agent i5 is indifferent

whether to purchase a license.

In light of Theorem 3 it is elementary to ask whether there are cases in which

the SO must use more than two levels of compensation. The next result provides an

affirmative answer by showing that the required network size for exploiting the agents

is smaller for 3-level schemes than it is for 2-level schemes.

Theorem 4 There exists an integer n?3 < n?2 such that, for every n ≥ n?3, there exists
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a 3-level scheme R such that πABEE(R) > 0.

Figure 2: The analogy-based number of members in the first, second, and third levels of the marginal

agent’s downline in Example 1.

Theorem 4 shows that the SO can strictly benefit from paying higher-order commis-

sions such as a3 when he faces analogy-based reasoners. These commissions raise the

marginal agent’s willingness to pay for a license as he falsely believes that his recruits

may recruit new distributors who, in turn, may recruit new distributors themselves.

This false belief is illustrated in the difference between the yellow and red curves in Fig-

ure 2. Due to this false belief, increasing the number of levels of the scheme increases

the marginal agent’s overestimation of the value of a distributorship, which makes the

scam viable when n?3 ≤ n < n?2.

By contrast, in our benchmark model in which the SO faces fully rational agents

he cannot benefit from paying higher-order commissions. These commissions are not

beneficial since the fully rational agents correctly predict the other agents’ behavior.

In particular, the marginal fully rational agent understands that he will not recruit

anyone and, thus, cares only about the direct sales bonus b1 when contemplating an

offer (see condition 1 in Lemma 1). Similarly, the marginal fully rational distributor

correctly expects that a new recruit will not recruit anyone and, thus, cares only about

a1 and b2 when contemplating making an offer (see condition 2 in Lemma 1).

In conclusion, the results in this section show that if the network size is sufficiently

large, then the SO can sustain a pyramid scam. Sustaining a scam requires a scheme

that charges a license fee and pays for recruitment, as the good is not intrinsically

valued. Moreover, it requires paying for at least two levels of downline recruits and, in
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some instances, for strictly more than two levels. These results are different from the

case in which agents are fully rational, where the SO never finds it beneficial to charge

license fees, pay recruitment commissions, or use schemes that pay for more than two

levels of downline sales.

Our analysis focused on time-invariant schemes, in line with real-world MLM schemes.

Such schemes are relatively simple to explain to potential participants and may con-

ceal the non-stationary nature of the environment from these potential participants.

We now relax the stationarity assumption and illustrate that using a scheme with li-

cense fees and recruitment commissions that weakly rise over time is another way for

the SO to target the agents’ mistaken beliefs. Specifically, we show that the SO can

sustain a pyramid scam by means of a non-stationary 1-level scheme. To adapt the

reward scheme, assume that an agent who buys a license in period t pays φt and that

a distributor who recruits in period t is paid at1. We impose that at1 ≤ φt in order to

adapt the incentive-compatibility constraint. Let φt = ĉ + ε and at1 = ĉ for t < n and

φn = an1 = m. Consider a profile σ in which distributors always make offers and agents

accept every offer up to period n and reject offers made in period n. This profile is

consistent with α1 = n−1
n

. Thus, agent it (where t < n) analogy-based expects a payoff

of −c− ĉ− ε+m n−1
(n+1)n

from purchasing a license. If m is large enough, σ is part of an

ABEE in which the SO’s profit is (n− 1)ε > 0.

To gain intuition, note that when the fee increases over time, an agent can earn com-

missions greater than the fee that he pays without violating the incentive-compatibility

constraint (in the example, an1 > φt for t < n). Thus, an agent may find it beneficial to

purchase a license even if he does not expect to recruit more than one person, which

is a necessary condition for participation when a 1-level scheme is stationary.

3.3.2 Multilevel Marketing of Genuine Goods (q > 0)

We now study an environment where the good is intrinsically valued and the agents

are vulnerable to deceptive practices. In this environment, the SO can benefit both

from the agents’ sales and from their mistakes.

We impose two mild assumptions in this section. First, note that due to their risk

neutrality and their different beliefs, both the agents and the SO may benefit from

scaling up the license fees and the commissions by γ > 1. Thus, when n > n?2, the SO’s

potential profit is infinite. To guarantee that the SO’s potential profit is finite (and

therefore a profit-maximizing scheme exists), we bound the agents’ ability to pay for a
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license. Specifically, we assume that the maximal amount that each agent can pay for

a license is B and that B is large w.r.t. c and ĉ. Second, to simplify the analysis, we

fix an arbitrary integer T > 2 and impose that aτ = bτ = 0 for every τ > T .

We start the analysis with the following observation: when q is sufficiently small,

profit-maximizing schemes charge a license fee and pay recruitment commissions just

like the schemes discussed in Section 3.3.1. When q goes to zero, the SO’s potential

sales revenue goes to zero as well. However, the potential profit from the agents’

mistakes does not vanish: agents are still willing to pay for distribution licenses given

the “right” scheme and a budget B that is not too small. To maximize his expected

profit, the SO takes advantage of this mistake, which, as noted in the previous section,

requires charging a license fee and paying for at least two levels of downline recruits.

Next, we establish that when the potential gains from sales are sufficiently large,

schemes that pay recruitment commissions, charge license fees, or pay for more than

two levels of downline sales are not profit-maximizing.

Proposition 2 Fix q > 0. There exists a number n̂(q) such that if n > n̂(q), then the

profit-maximizing scheme is identical to the profit-maximizing scheme in Theorem 1.

Charging a license fee enables the SO to make a profit from the agents’ mistakes.

However, as noted in Section 3.2, the license fee has an additional, indirect, nega-

tive effect on the SO’s ability to make a profit from the agents’ sales. A fee makes

it more costly to become a distributor, which requires paying higher sales bonuses

and recruitment commissions to attract prospective distributors. This effect becomes

stronger when the potential profit from sales is large (i.e., when n and q are large). In

such instances, the SO uses many distributors to increase the number of agents who

purchase the good in order to benefit from the large demand. Thus, he has to pay

multiple bonuses for every sale and multiple commissions for every recruitment such

that raising the bonuses and commissions to compensate for the license fee becomes

extremely costly and the SO is better off not charging a license fee. Recall that an IC

scheme that does not charge a license fee cannot pay recruitment commissions either.

The above argument suggests that the SO faces a trade-off between making a profit

from the agents’ mistakes and making a profit from selling the good. When n > n?

and q are not too large, this trade-off is decided in favor of profiting from the agents’

mistakes as the potential profit from sales is small. Thus, the SO charges a license fee,

pays for recruitment, and may benefit from extending the scheme beyond two levels.

For large values of n and q, this trade-off is decided in favor of profiting from the agents’
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sales, which, as identified in the previous section, requires a 2-level scheme that pays

only sales bonuses.

The main findings of this section are summarized in the following corollary and

illustrated in Figure 3, which shows that for a given n > n?2, the SO benefits from

charging license fees and paying recruitment commissions if and only if the willingness

to pay q is below some cutoff q(n) that is decreasing in n.

Corollary 1 There exists a number ñ such that for every n > ñ:

• If q is sufficiently large, then in every profit-maximizing scheme it holds that

a = b−{1,2} = 0 and φ = 0.

• If q is sufficiently small, then every profit-maximizing scheme charges φ > 0 and

pays at least two recruitment commissions. Moreover, it is possible that aτ > 0

for τ > 2.

Figure 3: The components of the profit-maximizing scheme for c = 0.25, B = 2.5, T = 3, ĉ = 0, and

(n, q) ∈ {100, 125, ..., 100000} × {0.001, 0.002, ..., 1}.

We conclude that license fees and recruitment commissions are useful for the SO when

the demand is low, but not when it is high. This result is related to Heidhues et al.’s

(2017) findings in the context of hidden add-on prices. They show that firms tend

to benefit from this deceptive practice only in markets in which socially invaluable

products (i.e., with lower social surplus than an alternative) are traded. The reason

for this effect in their setting is that, when a product is socially valuable, firms may be

able to increase market share and profits by drawing the consumers’ attention to the

hidden fees and undercutting prices.
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Public policy

A natural way to shut down pyramids when q = 0 is to ban the combination of license

fees and multiple recruitment commissions. However, as noted above, when q > 0 is

small, this policy reduces the SO’s potential profit. Thus, it may force the SO to shut

down if there is a fixed cost for operating the scheme. For the following proposition,

we assume that there exists such a cost and denote it by16 cSO. We say that the policy

forces the SO to shut down if his potential profit under the policy is less than cSO. Let

π? be the maximal expected payoff that the SO could obtain were he to face agents who

do not err, i.e., fully rational agents. The next proposition shows that if the operation

is viable with rational agents (i.e., without relying on agents’ mistakes), the SO will

not be forced to shut down due to the proposed policy regardless of whether agents are

rational or not.

Proposition 3 Assume that π? > cSO. If the government imposes that (φ, a,b−{1,2}) =

(0,0,0), then the SO would not be forced to shut down under ABEE or PBE.

Theorem 1 showed that when agents are fully rational there is a profit-maximizing

scheme R in which (φ, a,b−{1,2}) = (0,0,0). A profile of strategies is part of a PBE

of Γ(R) if and only if it is also part of an ABEE of Γ(R). To see why, note that in a

PBE of Γ(R), a distributor who meets an agent will try to recruit the latter if and only

if he expects to recoup the cost ĉ from the bonuses from the agent’s sales. Moreover,

an agent will purchase a license if and only if he expects to recoup the cost c from

the bonuses from his own sales. The equivalence between the solution concepts then

follows from the fact that agents’ analogy-based expectations regarding non-strategic

aspects and, in particular, regarding the number of future sales of the good conditional

on holding a licence are correct.

In addition to its effect on the SO, the policy in Proposition 3 influences the agents.

The policy may lead the SO to use a scheme that incentivizes a smaller number of agents

to become distributors, which means that fewer agents get to consume the good. In our

model, due to the simple demand structure, consumers are left with no surplus (recall

that consumers pay q per unit) from personal consumption, and so their welfare is

unaffected by the policy. However, under a more realistic assumption about the agents’

utility from personal consumption, the smaller number of distributors could negatively

16Such a cost can be added to the baseline model without changing the paper’s results.
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affect the consumers’ welfare. In conclusion, while the regulation may protect some

of the agents from being exploited by the SO as distributors, it may hurt the SO and

some of the agents in their other role as consumers.

Note that a more moderate policy that would still shut down pyramids in our model

is to ban the combination of φ > 0 and a−1 6= 0. This policy may be safer than the

one suggested in Proposition 3 as, in reality, license fees and referral commissions are

prevalent in many business models for legitimate reasons that are beyond the scope of

our model, whereas the combination of φ > 0 and a−1 6= 0 is perhaps not as prevalent

outside the context of MLM.

4 Concluding Remarks

Legitimate MLM and fraudulent pyramid scams are two widespread phenomena. We

developed a model that promotes a better understanding of the compensation struc-

tures that underlie these phenomena and explains why MLM compensation structures

appear to be correlated with scams. The paper shows that a company can make a

profit even in instances in which participants’ beliefs are statistically correct and its

product has no intrinsic value. Sustaining such a scam requires the company to charge

a license fee and pay for at least two levels of downline recruits. The paper’s bench-

mark results show that companies with a good product that face rational agents find

it detrimental to use these two tools or to extend the scheme beyond two levels. These

results provide a potential explanation of why passive income from recruiting others is

viewed as one of the hallmarks of pyramid scams (SEC, 2013).

We shall conclude by discussing several modifications of the behavioral model, the

incentive constraint, and the network formation process.

Alternative behavioral models

The main impossibility argument in the paper relies on an assumption (which is em-

bedded in ABEE) that agents have statistically correct beliefs rather than on other

specific properties of the solution concept (e.g., the analogy partition). This argument

can be made under any behavioral model (adapted to the baseline framework) in which

agents’ beliefs are statistically correct in the same sense as in an ABEE. Such mod-

els include the rational expectations model, the partially cursed equilibrium (Eyster

and Rabin, 2005), and other models of causal misperception (see Spiegler, 2016, for a

modeling framework).
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In the working paper version of this article (Antler, 2021), we adapt Brunnermeier

and Parker’s (2005) model of optimal expectations to the framework and revisit the

results of Section 3.3.1. Brunnermeier and Parker’s model yields motivated beliefs

that are not statistically correct, and so the logic of the impossibility argument breaks

down. While the results are not as sharp as under ABEE, it is shown that extending the

number of levels of the scheme increases a scam’s profits and can make the scam viable

in cases where this is not viable with a smaller number of levels. Thus, even when

1-level schemes yield positive profits from a worthless good, the “optimal” pyramid

scam includes a license fee and at least two levels of recruitment commissions.

In general, a variety of behavioral biases can support pyramid scams. However, not

all biases support such scams: some biases might be orthogonal, or even reduce the

profitability of scams. Any behavioral bias that can support a pyramid scam must be

able to overcome the challenge that typically pyramid scams will collapse, and backward

induction typically will unravel the pyramid from this point backwards, implying that

pyramids never start. This suggests that a behavioral bias that supports a pyramid

scam must lead the last agents to join the pyramid to not realize that they are the last

to join. We presented one example of a model that leads to such an error: the ABEE

in which agents do not grasp the time-contingent nature of the other agents’ behavior.

In this model and others, the bias that causes agents to overestimate their number of

recruits will also cause them to overestimate the recruitment success of their recruits,

and that of their recruits’ recruits, and so on. As a result, the size of the mistake that

can be exploited accumulates to a larger and more profitable sum as more levels are

incorporated into the reward scheme. We conclude that the more levels the scheme

has, the more profitable it is for the SO to exploit a given bias via a pyramid scam.

Stronger incentive compatibility

Throughout the paper we assumed that the SO uses only IC schemes to prevent distrib-

utors from manipulating him by creating fictitious players. The incentive-compatibility

constraint prevents these manipulations when the SO can verify the identity of any dis-

tributor who wishes to be paid (in practice, to be paid, MLM distributors are often

required to identify themselves). An SO who cannot verify the distributors’ identities

may wish to use a reward scheme where
∑n

τ=1 aτ ≤ φ and
∑n

τ=1 bτ ≤ q in order to

prevent each distributor from creating a tree of fictitious recruits and collecting the

commissions that all the nodes in the tree would be eligible for.
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A natural question is whether the SO can sustain a pure pyramid scam under the

stronger IC constraint
∑n

τ=1 aτ ≤ φ and
∑n

τ=1 bτ ≤ q. The answer depends on the

social network in which the scheme operates: if all agents have, on average, more

friends/successors in the graph than their friends/successors in the graph have, then

it is impossible to sustain a pyramid scam under the stronger IC constraint. To gain

intuition for this, recall that, in an ABEE, the marginal agent expects to recruit less

than one distributor. If he expects that his successors will have fewer opportunities

to recruit new members, then he must expect each of them to recruit fewer than one

person and, as a result, to have fewer than one distributor in every level of his downline.

Thus, if
∑n

τ=1 aτ ≤ φ, the marginal agent cannot analogy-based expect to recoup the

fee paid. In the random recursive tree model, which we used as our network formation

model throughout the paper, this property holds as vt is decreasing in t and, therefore,

it is impossible for the SO to sustain a pure pyramid scam under the stronger IC

constraint. As we illustrate in the working paper version (Antler, 2021), when the

network is such that some agents have fewer successors than their successors, it can

be possible to sustain a pure pyramid scam under the stronger IC constraint; however,

this requires paying at least two recruitment commissions and charging a license fee.

Alternative social network models

The above discussion naturally leads to a discussion of the choice of the network for-

mation model. Throughout the analysis we used a simple network formation process

that allowed us to succinctly describe the social network in which the SO operates.

Underlying this process are the assumptions that (1) the horizon is finite, (2) only one

new agent enters in each period, and (3) each agent is connected to only one agent

upstream. However, our main insights do not depend on these assumptions.17 In par-

ticular, the main arguments of Section 3.3 hinge on the agents’ statistically correct

beliefs and the fact that, on average, each distributor recruits less than one person,

and these properties are orthogonal to the social network. We therefore expect our

main insights to hold under any well-behaved social network model.
17In the working paper version (Antler, 2021), we studied different models of social networks and

showed that the main results of Section 3.3.1 hold, even under the stronger incentive constraint. In
particular, we studied a network formation model with an infinite horizon, a network formation model
in which multiple agents enter each period, and models of deterministic networks in which agents are
connected to multiple agents upstream.
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Appendix: Proofs

Proof of Proposition 1. We prove this result by backward induction. Consider

a scheme R and a PBE of Γ(R). Sequential rationality implies that agent in rejects

every offer he receives, both on and off the equilibrium path. Let t ∈ {1, ..., n− 1} and

suppose that all agents reject every offer they receive (both on and off the path) after

period t in our PBE. Agent it cannot expect to sell licenses. Since q = 0, incentive

compatibility implies that b1 = 0. Being sequentially rational, agent it rejects every

offer he receives both on and off the equilibrium path. By induction, no agent purchases

a license in our PBE and, since q = 0, πPBE(R) = 0.

Proof of Lemma 1. In expectation, independently of the players’ strategies and

the events that took place up to period t, an agent who purchases a license in period

t meets vt agents who purchase the good. Because of this independence, in a PBE,

both on and off the equilibrium path, all agents correctly expect that, conditional on

purchasing a license, agent it will sell vt units of the good.

Part 1. For sufficiency, note that selling vt units yields a payoff of vtb1 − c− φ to

agent it even if the latter does not sell licenses. For necessity, let t be the last period

in which an agent buys a license in a PBE (on and off the equilibrium path). Agent

it cannot expect to sell licenses in this PBE. Thus, he can expect a payoff of at most

vtb1 − c − φ conditional on purchasing a license. Sequential rationality implies that

vtb1 − c− φ ≥ 0. Since vt is decreasing in t, it holds that b1vk ≥ c+ φ for every k ≤ t.

Part 2. For sufficiency, note that a distributor who recruits agent it earns a1 for

the recruitment and b2 for every unit it sells. Thus, if a1 + b2vt ≥ ĉ the distributor

finds it optimal to recruit it even if he does not expect it to sell licenses. For necessity,

consider a PBE and let t be the last period in which both (i) vtb1 ≥ c + φ and (ii)
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a distributor is supposed to make an offer to an agent (on and off the equilibrium

path). Since vtb1 ≥ c+ φ, agent it accepts the offer. Moreover, the distributor cannot

expect it to recruit anyone and, therefore, the distributor believes that making an offer

to it yields an expected payoff of a1 + b2vt − ĉ. Sequential rationality implies that

a1 + b2vt − ĉ ≥ 0. Since vt is decreasing in t, a1 + b2vk ≥ ĉ holds for every k ≤ t.

Proof of Theorem 1. Let R = (φ, a1, b1, b2) be an IC 2-level scheme and denote

k1 = sup{t|b1vt ≥ φ + c}. If a1 + b2v1 < ĉ, let k2 = 1 and, otherwise, let k2 =

sup{t|a1+b2vt ≥ ĉ and vtb1 ≥ φ+c}. Step 1 will show that either (i) there exists an IC

scheme R′ = (φ′, a′1, b
′
1, b
′
2) = (0, 0, c

vk1
, ĉ
vk2

) such that πPBE(R′) ≥ πPBE(R) or (ii) there

exists an IC schemeR′′ = (φ′′, a′′1, b
′′
1, b
′′
2) = (0, 0, c

vk1
, 0) such that πPBE(R′′) ≥ πPBE(R).

Moreover, Step 1 will show that the above inequalities are strict if φ > 0 and R

incentivizes more than one agent to purchase a license.

Step 1: Since vt is decreasing in t, Lemma 1 implies that in every PBE of Γ(R) and

every PBE of Γ(R′) agents accept (resp., reject) every offer made up to (resp., after)

period k1, and every distributor recruits (resp., does not recruit) every agent he meets

up to (resp., after) period k2. Denote an arbitrary profile of strategies in which agents

behave in this manner by σ. To show that πPBE(R′) ≥ πPBE(R) we only need to show

that the SO’s expected payoff given σ is greater in Γ(R′) than in Γ(R).

Given σ, the SO’s revenue from sales is the same under both schemes. We now

show that the expected net transfers (i.e., after subtracting the license fees) from the

SO to the distributors when σ is played are greater in Γ(R).

Consider the expected net transfers from the SO to a distributor it. If d(SO, it) = 1

(i.e., the SO recruits it), then, under R, the SO collects φ from it and pays him b1 for

each of his sales. Under R′, the SO pays it b
′
1 for each sale. Note that

−φ+ vtb1 ≥ −φ+ vt(
c+ φ

vk1
) ≥ vt

c

vk1
= vtb

′
1, (4)

with the second inequality being weak for t = k1 and strict if t < k1 and φ > 0.

If d(SO, it) > 1 (i.e., it is recruited by a distributor j ∈ I), then, under R, the SO

collects φ from it, pays a1 to j, and, for each of it’s sales, the SO pays b1 to it and b2

to agent j. Under R′, the SO pays b′1 to it and b′2 to agent j for each retail sale made

by it. The SO’s expected net transfers to the distributors are greater under R if

a1 − φ+ vt(b1 + b2) ≥ a1(1−
vt
vk2

)− φ(1− vt
vk1

) +
vtĉ

vk2
+
vtc

vk1
≥ vt(b

′
1 + b′2). (5)
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Since R is IC, a1 ≤ φ. As t ≤ k2 ≤ k1, (5) holds. We conclude that for every t ≤ k1

the expected net transfers based on it’s recruitment and sales are weakly lower in R′

under σ. Hence, πPBE(R′) ≥ πPBE(R). Moreover, if φ > 0 and the SO makes an offer

in some period t < k1, then πPBE(R′) > πPBE(R).

Note that b1 ≤ q since R is IC and that b′1 ≤ b1. If b′2 > q, then, in Γ(R′), the

SO incurs a loss of b′1 + b′2 − q whenever a sale is made by a distributor i such that

d(SO, i) > 1. The SO can earn more than πPBE(R′) by using a scheme R′′ that is

identical to R′ except that b′′2 = 0 as distributors never recruit in Γ(R′′). Thus, if R′ is

not IC, then R′′ is IC and πPBE(R′′) > πPBE(R).

Step 2. By Step 1, there exists a profit-maximizing scheme that takes the form

of either (i) (φ, a1, b1, b2) = (0, 0, c
vk1
, ĉ
vk2

) where k1 ∈ {1, ..., n} and k2 ∈ {1, ..., k1} or

(ii) (φ, a1, b1, b2) = (0, 0, c
vk1
, 0) where k1 ∈ {1, ..., n}. In this class of schemes, we can

identify schemes with the cutoffs k1 and k2 they induce (we set k2 = 0 when referring

to schemes of class (ii) and use k1 = k2 = 0 to represent the case where the SO refrains

from selling licenses). Note that if a scheme (k1, k2) in this class is not IC, then b1 > q

or b1 + b2 > q. If b1 > q, then the SO incurs a net loss from sales made by distributors

and so (0, 0) yields a higher expected SO payoff. If b1 + b2 > q, then the SO incurs

a net loss from sales of distributors he did not recruit directly and so (k1, 0) yields a

higher expected SO payoff. Hence, the profit-maximizing scheme in this class is IC.

Consider a scheme (k1, k2) with k1 > 0 and b1 + b2 ≤ q. The SO’s expected net

payoff based on agent imax{k1,k2}’s sales is qvmax{k1,k2}− ĉ− c. If qvmax{k1,k2}− ĉ− c ≥ 0,

then the SO finds it optimal to make an offer in every period t ≤ k1 as the SO’s

expected net payoff based on agent it’s sales is higher even without taking into account

the possibility that it may recruit new members. If qvmax{k1,k2}− ĉ−c < 0, then (k1, k2)

is not profit-maximizing: the scheme (k1− 1,min{k2, k1− 1}) pays lower commissions

and does not incentivize the recruitment of imax{k1,k2}. Hence, if (k1, k2) is a profit-

maximizing scheme and k1 > 0, then in a PBE of its induced game the SO makes an

offer to every agent he meets.

Denote by Π(k1, k2) the SO’s payoff given that he makes an offer to every agent he

meets and the agents’ behavior is described by the cutoffs (k1, k2). Observe that

Π(k1, k2) = qk2(1 + vk2) + q

k1∑
j=k2+1

(1 + vj)

j
+ qvk1 (6)

−
k2∑
j=1

(
vj
j

(
c

vk1
+

ĉ

vj
) +

(j − 1)vj
j

(
c

vk1
+

ĉ

vk2
))−

k1∑
j=k2+1

vj
j

(
c

vk1
+

ĉ

vj
),
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where
∑t

j=t+1 := 0. We now study the cutoffs that maximize Π. These cutoffs yield

the maximal expected payoff that the SO can obtain using an IC scheme.

If q < c+ĉ
v1

, then Π(0, 0) > Π(k1, k2) for every k1 > 0. Hence, the SO’s profit is

maximized by not selling licenses, and so all schemes are vacuously profit-maximizing.

If q > c+ĉ
v2

+ c
2v22

, then Π(2, 2) > max{Π(2, 0),Π(1, 1),Π(1, 0),Π(0, 0)}, which implies

that, in the profit-maximizing scheme among this class of schemes, k1 ≥ k2 ≥ 2. We

can apply Step 1 to show that (i) any scheme R that induces a different PBE behavior

is not profit-maximizing, (ii) any scheme R that charges φ > 0 (and, by incentive

compatibility, any scheme that pays a1 > 0) is not profit-maximizing. Since at the

optimum agent ik1 is indifferent between purchasing a license and not doing so, and a

distributor who meets agent i2 is indifferent between recruiting i2 and not doing so, we

obtain that b1vk1 = c and b2vk2 = ĉ. Hence, (φ, a1, b1, b2) = (0, 0, c
vk1
, ĉ
vk2

) is the unique

profit-maximizing scheme.18

If q ∈ ( c+ĉ
v1
, c+ĉ
v2

+ c
2v22

), then (k1, k2) = (1, 0) is the unique maximizer of (6).19 We

can apply Step 1 to show that any scheme that induces a different PBE behavior is not

profit-maximizing. All schemes that incentivize the first entrant to purchase a license

and leave him with no surplus are profit-maximizing. Hence, b1 = c+φ
v1

in this case.

Proof of Theorem 2. Consider an IC 1-level scheme R. If a1 ≤ ĉ, then, conditional

on purchasing a license, an agent gets an expected payoff of at most −c−φ < 0. Hence,

no agent purchases a license in an ABEE of Γ(R).

Suppose that a1 > ĉ and consider an ABEE of Γ(R) in which the SO makes offers.

Clearly, agent in rejects every offer in this ABEE. Let t ∈ {1, ..., n − 1} and suppose

that agents reject every offer they receive in periods t + 1, ..., n. Since a1 ≥ ĉ, every

agent who holds a license at the end of period t makes, in expectation, vt offers in

periods t+ 1, ..., n. Thus, for every offer that is accepted in periods 1, ..., t there are, in

expectation, vt rejected offers in periods t+ 1, ..., n, and so the proportion of accepted

offers, α1, cannot exceed 1
1+vt

. Hence, conditional on accepting an offer, agent it falsely

expects a payoff of α1vt(a1 − ĉ) − c − φ < a1 − φ. Since R is IC, a1 ≤ φ, and so it

rejects every offer he receives in our ABEE. We can conclude that no agent purchases

a license in our ABEE. Hence, πABEE(R) = 0.

Proof of Theorem 3. The proof consists of four parts. Part 1 shows that if

πABEE(R) > 0 and R is a 2-level scheme, then a1 ≥ ĉ. Part 2 shows that if there

18We ignore the non-generic case in which there exist multiple pairs (k1, k2) that maximize (6).
19To see this, note that, in this parameter range, Π(1, 0) > Π(2, 2), Π(k, k) > Π(k + 1, k + 1) for

k > 1, and Π(k1, k2) > Π(k1 + 1, k2) for k ≥ 1.
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exists a 2-level scheme R such that πABEE(R) > 0 when there are n agents, then there

exists an IC 2-level scheme R′ such that πABEE(R′) > 0 when there are n′ > n agents.

Part 3 shows that a1 + a2 > φ is a necessary condition for a 2-level scheme to be

profitable. Part 4 shows that a profitable 2-level scheme exists if n is sufficiently large.

Part 1. Assume to the contrary that agents purchase licenses in an ABEE of an

IC 2-level scheme R in which a1 < ĉ. A distributor who recruits agent it expects to

increase his payoff by a1 − ĉ + α1α2vta2. Since vt is decreasing in t, there is a cutoff

k2 such that distributors make offers to every agent they meet up to period k2 and

make no offers afterward. Moreover, no agent ever purchases a license in any period

t ≥ k2 as he knows that he will refrain from making offers. It follows that an agent

who purchases a license in period t < k2 (analogy-based) expects a payoff of

k2∑
j=t+1

1

j
α1[(a1 − ĉ) + α1α2vja2]− c− φ ≤ α1α2vt(vt − vk2)α1a2 − c− φ. (7)

Consider the last period t in which an agent accepts an offer in our ABEE. Each

offer accepted in periods 1, ..., t leads in expectation to (i) vt − vk2 rejected offers after

period t and (ii) vt opportunities to make offers where vk2 of them are not made. Thus,

α1 ≤ 1
1+vt−vk2

and α2 ≤
1+vt−vk2

1+vt
. Hence, α2

1α2vt(vt − vk2) < 1. As R is IC, a2 ≤ φ.

We conclude that (7) is strictly negative, which violates the optimality of purchasing

a license in this ABEE.

Part 2. Consider an IC 2-level scheme R such that πABEE(R) > 0. By Part 1,

a1 ≥ ĉ such that, in an ABEE, every distributor makes an offer to every agent he

meets. In an ABEE that maximizes the SO’s expected payoff, there is a period k such

that it accepts (resp., rejects) every offer he receives if t ≤ k (resp., if t > k) and the

SO makes no offers after period k (as such offers are rejected and lower the agents’

expectations). In this ABEE, α1 = 1
1+vk

and α2 = 1. Hence, agent ik falsely expects a

payoff of

vk
1 + vk

(a1 − ĉ) +

∑n−1
j=k+1

vj
j

(1 + vk)2
a2 − c− φ ≥ 0, (8)

where vk
1+vk

is the number of agents he analogy-based expects to recruit and
∑n−1
j=k+1

vj
j

(1+vk)2

is the number of agents he analogy-based expects his recruits to recruit.

Note that (8) is increasing in n. Thus, for any n′ > n, there is a scheme Rn′
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identical to R except that φn
′
> φ such that the profile of strategies described in the

above paragraph is part of an ABEE of Γ(Rn′). Hence, if πABEE(R) > 0 when there

are n agents, then πABEE(Rn′) > 0 when there are n′ agents.

Part 3. To see that a1 + a2 > φ is a necessary condition for a 2-level scheme to be

profitable, fix k and note that when n goes to infinity, (8) converges monotonically to

a1− ĉ− 0.5a2− c−φ. If a1 + a2 ≤ φ, then ik finds it suboptimal to purchase a license,

and so an ABEE in which agents purchase licenses cannot exist.

Part 4. Consider a profile of strategies σ in which agent i1 accepts an offer if he

receives one and all other agents reject every offer they receive, the SO makes an offer

only in period 1, and, conditional on purchasing a license, every agent makes an offer

to every agent whom he meets. The SO’s expected payoff is φ− ĉ under σ. Agent i1’s

analogy-based expected payoff in the ABEE that corresponds to σ is given in the LHS

of (8) for k = 1. When n goes to infinity, (8) goes to a1 − ĉ+ 0.5a2 − c− φ. Thus, for

a sufficiently large n, we can choose φ, a1 ∈ (ĉ, φ], and a2 ≤ φ such that (8) holds in

equality and σ is part of an ABEE in which the SO’s payoff is strictly positive.

Proof of Theorem 4. Consider an IC 2-level scheme R. In Part 2 of the proof of

Theorem 3 we showed that if πABEE(R) > 0, then (8) must hold for some k ≤ n. For

a1 ≤ φ and a2 ≤ φ, the LHS of (8) is smaller than vk
1+vk

φ+
∑n

j=k+1
vj
j
φ− φ− c, which

is strictly negative if φ ≥ 0, n ≤ 25, and k < n.

We now show that for n ≥ 25 there exists an IC 3-level scheme R such that

πABEE(R) > 0. Fix a profile σ as described in Part 4 of the proof of Theorem 3

and recall that σ is consistent with α1 = 1
1+v1

and α2 = 1 and induces an expected

payoff of φ − ĉ to the SO. Consider a 3-level scheme R in which a1 = a2 = a3 = xφ.

Under σ, the first entrant obtains an analogy-based expected payoff of

α1

n∑
j=2

(xφ− ĉ)
j

+ α2
1α2

n−1∑
j=2

n∑
j′=j+1

xφ

jj′
+ α3

1α
2
2

n−2∑
j=2

n−1∑
j′=j+1

n∑
j′′=j′+1

xφ

jj′j′′
− φ− c (9)

and, conditional on purchasing a license, every agent who enters the game after period

1 obtains less than (9). For n ≥ 25, it is possible to choose a large φ and an x < 1

such that (9) equals 0, in which case, the first entrant finds it optimal to purchase a

license while all other agents find it optimal not to purchase a license. Moreover, we

can choose x such that φx > ĉ and the distributors find it optimal to make an offer

to every agent they meet. Hence, given the chosen φ and x, σ is part of an ABEE of

Γ(R) in which the SO makes a strictly positive expected payoff.
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Proof of Proposition 2. Let (Rn)∞n=1 be a sequence of IC schemes such that each

Rn is profit-maximizing when there are n agents. For each n ∈ N, let (σn, αn) be an

ABEE of Γ (Rn) that induces an expected profit of πABEE (Rn), where αn = (αn1 , α
n
2 ).

We use kn1 to denote the last period in which the agents accept offers and kn2 to denote

the last period in which distributors make offers in σn.

Step 1: Lower bounds. Lemmata 2 and 3 show that there exists a number γ > 0

and an integer n′ such that πABEE (Rn) , kn1 , k
n
2 > γn for every n > n′.

Lemma 2 Fix γ′ > 0 such that qlog (1/γ′) (1 − c+ĉ
(log(1/γ′)−1)) − ĉ > γ′. There exists a

number n(γ′) such that for every n > n(γ′) it holds that πABEE(Rn) ≥ γ′
2
n.

Proof. Denote k = dγ′ne. Let R be a 1-level scheme in which φ = ĉ, a1 = ĉ, and

b1 = c+ĉ
vk

. Consider a profile σ in which each agent accepts (resp., rejects) every offer up

to (resp., after) period k and each distributor makes an offer to every agent he meets.

It is easy to verify that σ is part of an ABEE of Γ(R). For a sufficiently large n, it

holds that 1 + vk > log (1/γ′) and b1 <
c+ĉ

(log(1/γ′)−1) . The SO’s expected payoff under σ

is greater than k
(
q[1 + vk] (1− b1)− ĉ

)
. Hence, for a sufficiently large n, it holds that

πABEE (Rn) ≥ πABEE (R) ≥ γ′n

(
qlog (1/γ′) (1− c+ ĉ

(log(1/γ′)− 1)
)− ĉ

)
≥ γ′

2

n. (10)

Lemma 3 There exist γ̄ ∈ (0, 1) and n (γ̄) ∈ N such that min{kn1 , kn2 } > γ̄n for every

n > n (γ̄).

Proof. The SO obtains a revenue of at most q +B from every distributor and q from

each agent who meets a distributor but does not purchase a license. Hence, in an

ABEE in which k2 ≥ k1, the SO obtains an expected revenue of no more than

kn1
(
q +B + qvkn1

)
+ qvkn1 < kn1 (2q +B + qlog

(
n

kn1

)
) + q(log (n) + 1).

In an ABEE in which k2 < k1, the SO obtains an expected revenue of no more than

kn2
(
q +B + qvkn2

)
+

k1∑
j=kn2+1

qvj +B

j
+ qvkn2 < kn2 (2q +B + qlog(

n

kn2
)) + (q +B)(log(n) + 1)2.

It is now possible to find a small γ̄ > 0 and n (γ̄) such that if n > n (γ̄) and

min{kn1 , kn2 } ≤ γ̄n, then the linear lower bound on the SO’s expected profit in (10) is

greater than both of the above upper bounds.
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Step 2: The dual problem. The profit-maximizing scheme must minimize the SO’s

expected cost among the class of IC schemes that charge φn and in which σn is part of

an ABEE of their induced game. This problem can be written as

mina1,...,aT ,b1,...,bT
∑T

τ=1(aτκ(aτ ) + bτκ(bτ )) (11)

s.t. (ik1)
∑T

τ=1[aτw(aτ ) + bτw(bτ )]− ĉw(a1) ≥ c+ φn

(ik2)
∑T

τ=1[aτ ŵ(aτ ) + bτ ŵ(bτ )] ≥ ĉ

(IC) a1, a2, ... ≤ φn and b1, b2, ... ≤ q,

where (i) w(z) is ik1 ’s willingness to pay for a license due to z ∈ {a1, b1, ..., aT , bT}, (ii)

ŵ(z) is the corresponding distributors’ benefit from recruiting agent ik2 due to z, and

(iii) κ(z) is the SO’s cost of using z (i.e., the expected number of times z will be paid).

The SO’s costs. The SO pays aτ for the recruitment of every distributor j such

that d(SO, j) > τ . The expected number of such distributors is

κ(aτ ) =
∑
G′∈Gn

∑
j∈G′

1 (d (SO, j) > τ)

min{kn1 , kn2 }!
, (12)

where Gn is the set of rooted trees withmin{kn1+1, kn2+1} nodes, and 1 (d (SO, j) > τ) ∈
{0, 1} is an indicator that equals 1 if and only if d (SO, j) > τ . The SO pays bτ

for every sale made by a distributor j such that d(SO, j) ≥ τ . Thus, (i) κ(bτ ) =

κ(aτ ) + κ(aτ−1)vmin{kn1 ,kn2 } for τ > 1, (ii) κ(b1) = kn1 vkn1 + κ(a1) if kn2 ≥ kn1 , and (iii)

κ(b1) = kn2 vkn2 + κ(a1) +
∑kn1

j=kn2+1
vj
j

otherwise.

Constraint ik1 . The LHS is agent ikn1 ’s willingness to pay for a license. If kn1 ≥ kn2 ,

then w(b1) = qvkn1 and w(z) = 0 for any other commission or bonus z as ikn1 does

not expect to make offers in equilibrium. If kn1 < kn2 , then, for τ > 1, it holds that

w(aτ ) = (αn1 )τ (αn2 )τ−1
∑kn2

j=kn1+1
lj,τ−1

j
and w(bτ ) = (αn1 )τ−1(αn2 )τ−2

∑kn2
j=kn1+1

lj,τ−1

j
, where

lj,τ is the expected number of agents in the τ -th level of the subtree of G rooted at

the j-th entrant (an agent j′ is in the τ -th level of that subtree if d(j, j′) = τ). For

τ = 1, w(b1) = vk1 and w(a1) = αn1
∑kn2

j=kn1+1
1
j
. Note that ĉw(a1) is ikn1 ’s expected cost

of training new recruits.

Constraint ik2 . The LHS is the expected reward of a distributor who recruits

ik2 . Clearly, ŵ(b1) = 0 and ŵ(a1) = 1. If τ > 1, then ŵ(aτ ) = (α1α2)
τ−1lkn2 ,τ−1 and

ŵ(bτ ) = (α1α2)
τ−2lkn2 ,τ−1.
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Step 3: For large n, the profit-maximizing scheme is a 2-level scheme. We

present results on random trees that will show that if n is sufficiently large, then, for

any z ∈ {a1, b2} and z′ ∈ {a3, b3, ..., aT , bT}, it holds that w(z)
κ(z)
≥ w(z′)

κ(z′)
and ŵ(z)

κ(z)
≥ ŵ(z′)

κ(z′)

with at least one strict inequality. Because of the linearity of (11) in w, ŵ, and κ, it

follows that if z′ > 0 and z′ ∈ {a3, b3, ..., aT , bT}, then a1 = φ and b2 = q. In this case,

the SO’s expected profit cannot exceed
∑n

t=1
B+q
t

+
∑n−1

t=1

∑n
j=t+1

1
tj

, as he earns (at

most) q+B from every agent he meets and q from every agent who meets these agents.

The latter expression is smaller than γn for a sufficiently large n, in contradiction to

the result obtained in Step 1. Thus, to prove this step we only need to establish the

inequalities above. We now calculate the “cost-benefit” ratios w
κ

and ŵ
κ

.

Consider the following simple technical result.

Lemma 4 For every j ∈ {1, ..., n− 1} and τ ≥ 1 it holds that vjlj,τ ≥ 2lj,τ+1.

Proof. Note that if j + τ > n, then lj,τ = 0. Observe that vjlj,1 = 2lj,2 +
∑n

z=j+1
1
z2

if j ≤ n − 1. We prove the lemma by induction on the size of τ . We assume that

vjlj,τ−1 ≥ 2lj,τ and show that it implies that vjlj,τ ≥ 2lj,τ+1. We can write the latter

inequality as

vj

(
lj+1,τ−1

j + 1
+
lj+2,τ−1

j + 2
+ ...

)
≥ 2

(
lj+1,τ

j + 1
+
lj+2,τ

j + 2
+ ...

)
. (13)

We can combine the induction hypothesis with the fact that vj is weakly decreasing in

j to see that (13) holds.

Consider the SO’s expected cost κ(aτ ) that is given in (12) and note that it is

essentially the expected number of the first x = min{kn1 , kn2 } entrants whose distance

from the SO is greater than τ . Next, we show that when x goes to infinity, the share

of the first x entrants whose distance from the SO is greater than τ goes to 1.

Lemma 5 For every τ ∈ N it holds that

limn→∞
∑
G′∈Gn

∑
j∈G

1 (d (SO, j) > τ)

xx!
= 1. (14)

Proof. The tree G is a uniform random recursive tree rooted at the SO, and the

distance d (SO, it) corresponds to the insertion depth of the (t+ 1)-th node. Theorem

1 in Mahmoud (1991) establishes that the normalized insertion depth M?
i = Mi−log(i)√

log(i)

has the limiting distribution N (0, 1), i.e., the standard normal distribution. Thus, the
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proportion of nodes inserted at a distance greater than τ from the root on the LHS of

(14) goes to 1 when the size of the random tree, x, goes to infinity (to obtain the LHS

of (14), note that the number of trees of size x+ 1 is x!).

By Lemma 3, min{kn1 , kn2 } > γn for a sufficiently large n. Thus, Lemma 5 implies

that limn→∞
κ(aτ )
κ(aτ+1)

= 1 and limn→∞
κ(bτ )
κ(bτ+1)

= 1 for every τ ∈ {1, ..., T − 1}.
We split the analysis into three cases: (1) n = kn2 > kn1 , (2) n > kn2 > kn1 , and (3)

kn2 ≤ kn1 .

Case 1. The analogy-based expectations in this case are αn1 = 1
1+vkn1

and αn2 = 1.

Thus, w(aτ )
w(bτ )

= 1
1+vkn1

. Recall that κ(bτ ) = κ(aτ ) + κ(aτ−1)vkn1 for τ > 1 and κ(b1) =

κ(a1)+k
n
1 vkn1 . By definition, kn1 > κ(a1) > ... > κ(aT ). Thus, it holds that w(aτ )

κ(aτ )
> w(bτ )

κ(bτ )
.

Moreover, by Lemma 5, κ(aτ )
kn1

goes to 1 as n goes to infinity for every τ ∈ {1, ..., T}.
By Lemma 4, it holds that w(aτ ) ≥ 2w(aτ+1) and w(bτ ) ≥ 2w(bτ+1). We can conclude

that, for a sufficiently large n, it holds that

w(a1)

κ(a1)
>
w(b1)

κ(b1)
>
w(a2)

κ(a2)
>
w(b2)

κ(b2)
>
w(z)

κ(z)
(15)

for every z ∈ {a3, ..., aT , b3, ..., bT}. Note that ŵ(a1) = 1 > 0 = w(z) for every z ∈
{a2, ..., aT , b1, ..., bT}.

Case 2. The analogy-based expectations in this case are α1 = 1
1+vkn1

−vkn2
and

αn2 =
kn1 −

∑kn1
t=1

1
t

+ kn1 (vkn1 − vkn2 )

kn1 −
∑kn1

t=1
1
t

+ kn1 vkn1

,

where
∑kn1

t=1
1
t

represents the SO’s expected number of offers in periods t = 1, ..., kn1 .

Hence, αn1α
n
2 ≤ 1

1+vkn1
. Since

∑kn1
t=1

1
t

kn1
goes to 0 as n goes to infinity, for a sufficiently

large n, αn1α
n
2 is arbitrarily close to 1

1+vkn1
. Note that 1

αn1α
n
2
w(aτ ) = w(bτ ) for τ > 1.

Thus, for a sufficiently large n, w(aτ )
κ(aτ )

is arbitrarily close to w(bτ )
κ(bτ )

for τ > 1. As above, we

can use Lemma 4 to show that w(aτ ) ≥ 2w(aτ+1) for τ ≥ 1 and that w(bτ ) ≥ 2w(bτ+1)

for τ > 1. We can conclude that for a sufficiently large n, it holds that

w(a1)

κ(a1)
>
w(b2)

κ(b2)
>
w(z)

κ(z)
(16)
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for every z ∈ {a3, ..., aT , b3, ..., bT}. We can repeat the above exercise for the ratio ŵ
κ

(the proof is similar to the one for the ratio w
κ

and, therefore, it is omitted).

Case 3. The analogy-based expectations in this case are αn1 = 1 and

αn2 =
kn2 −

∑kn2
t=1

1
t

kn2 −
∑kn2

t=1
1
t

+ kn2 vkn2 +
∑kn1

j=kn2+1
vj
j

.

It is easy to see that w(b1) > 0 and w(z) = 0 for every z ∈ {a1, ..., aT , b2, ..., bT}, as

agent ikn1 does not expect to sell licenses. It is left to consider the ratio ŵ
κ

. Clearly,

ŵ(a1) = 1 >
vkn2

1+vkn2
≥ αn1α

n
2vkn2 = ŵ(a2). Since αn1α

n
2 <

1
1+vkn2

, Lemma 4 implies that

ŵ(aτ ) ≥ 2ŵ(aτ+1) for every τ > 1. Similarly, Lemma 4 implies that ŵ(bτ ) ≥ 2ŵ(bτ+1)

for every τ > 1. Furthermore, for a sufficiently large n, αn2 is arbitrarily close to 1
1+vkn2

.

This implies that, for a sufficiently large n, ŵ(aτ )
κ(aτ )

is arbitrarily close to ŵ(bτ )
κ(bτ )

for any

τ > 1. We can conclude that, for a sufficiently large n, it holds that

ŵ(a1)

κ(a1)
>
ŵ(a2)

κ(a2)
>
ŵ(z)

κ(z)
and

ŵ(b2)

κ(b2)
>
ŵ(z)

κ(z)
(17)

for every z ∈ {a3, ..., aT , b3, ..., bT}.
Step 4: For a sufficiently large n it holds that φ = 0. Assume to the contrary

that Rn charges φ > 0. There are two cases to consider: (1) Rn pays a1 ≥ c and (2)

Rn pays a1 < c. Consider case (1) and note that a1 ≥ c implies that a distributor

who meets an agent finds it optimal to make an offer to the latter. Thus, kn2 = n. As

a result, ŵ(a2) = ŵ(b2) = ŵ(b1) = 0 < ŵ(a1) = 1. By inequality (15), if a2 > 0 or

b2 > 0, then a1 = φ and b1 = q, which implies that the SO’s expected profit cannot

exceed
∑n

t=1
B+q
t

(i.e., the expected revenue from his sales and recruitments). For a

sufficiently large n, the latter expression is smaller than the lower bound γn established

in Step 1. It follows that if Rn is profit-maximizing, then a2 = b2 = 0.

At the optimum, agent ikn1 must be indifferent whether to purchase a license as,

otherwise, it would be possible to reduce b1 without changing the agents’ equilibrium

behavior. Thus, b1vkn1 + (a1 − ĉ)w(a1) = φ+ c, or b1 = φ+c−(a1−ĉ)w(a1)
vkn1

.

We now show that Rn is not profit-maximizing by introducing a 2-level scheme

R′ such that πABEE(R′) > πABEE(Rn). Let R′ = (φ′, a′1, a
′
2, b
′
1, b
′
2) = (0, 0, 0, c

vkn1
, ĉ
vkn1

).

There exists an ABEE of Γ(R) in which agents (resp., distributors) accept (resp., make)

offers in periods 1, ..., kn1 and reject (resp., do not make) offers in periods kn1 + 1, ..., n.

The SO’s revenue from the agents’ sales in this ABEE is identical to his revenue from
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the agents’ sales in the ABEE of Γ(Rn) as the same agents purchase licenses in both

ABEEs. We now show that the expected net transfers (i.e., including the license fee)

from the SO to the agents under Rn are higher than under R′.

In the transition from Rn to R′ the SO’s profit is lowered by φkn1 since there is

no fee under R′. The change from b1 to b′1 increases the SO’s expected payoff by
φ−(a1−ĉ)w(a1)

vkn1
κ(b1), the reduction in a1 increases the SO’s expected payoff by a1κ(a1),

and the addition to b2 decreases the SO’s expected payoff by ĉ
vkn1
κ(b2). Overall, the

SO’s expected payoff increases in the transition from Rn to R′ if

−φkn1 +
φ− (a1 − ĉ)w(a1)

vkn1
κ(b1) + a1κ(a1)−

ĉ

vkn1
κ(b2) > 0.

Plugging κ(b1), κ(b2), and w(a1) yields

φκ(a1)

vkn1
− (a1 − ĉ)

(κ(a1) + vkn1 k
n
1 )

1 + vkn1
+ (a1 − ĉ)κ(a1)−

ĉκ(a2)

vkn1
> 0.

By incentive compatibility, φ ≥ a1 and, by assumption, a1 ≥ ĉ. By definition, κ(a1) ≥
κ(a2). Thus, the above inequality holds if

vkn1 (2κ(a1)− kn1 − κ(a2))

(1 + vkn1 )
> 0.

Note that kn1 − κ(a1) is equal to the kn1 -th harmonic number, as it is equal to the

expected number of nodes in the first level of a random recursive tree. Similarly,

κ(a1)−κ(a2) is equal to the expected number of nodes in the second level of a random

recursive tree of size kn1 , which is
∑kn1−1

j=1

∑kn1
j′=j+1

1
jj′

. Thus, for a sufficiently large kn1 ,

it holds that 2κ(a1) − kn1 − κ(a2) > 0. By Lemma 3, kn1 > γn for sufficiently large n,

and so the above inequality holds. Hence, Rn is not profit-maximizing. We conclude

that, for a sufficiently large n, a scheme is profit-maximizing only if it charges φ = 0.

Incentive compatibility implies that a = 0 at the optimum as well.

The proof for case 2 (a1 < ĉ) is similar (for any scheme with φ > 0, the transition

to the scheme R′ increases the SO’s expected payoff) and, therefore, it is omitted.

Step 5: The scheme Rn is identical to the profit-maximizing scheme in The-

orem 1. By the previous steps, we can focus on 2-level schemes in which (φ, a1, a2) =

(0, 0, 0). There are two possible cases to consider: (1) kn1 < kn2 and (2) kn1 ≥ kn2 .

Assume to the contrary that kn1 < kn2 . In this case, the first kn1 entrants (and
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only them) buy a license. Moreover, agent ikn1 is indifferent whether to buy a license

as, otherwise, the SO could increase his profit by lowering b1. Furthermore, b2 > 0

as, otherwise, distributors would never recruit. By inequalities (15) and (16), for a

sufficiently large n, w(b1)
κ(b1)

> w(b2)
κ(b2)

. Hence, we can reduce the SO’s expected cost given

that the first kn1 entrants purchase a license, by lowering b2 by a small ε > 0 and raising

b1 by εw(b2)
w(b1)

. For small ε > 0, this change has no effect on the cutoff kn1 : up to that

period agents find it optimal to purchase a license and from that period on they find it

suboptimal to do so. Note that if ε > 0 is small, then this change has no effect on the

optimality of recruiting new distributors up to period kn1 . Hence, the scheme that is

generated by the changes in b1 and b2 induces an ABEE in which the SO’s revenue is

the same as in Rn (as the same agents purchase licenses) but his costs are lower. This

is in contradiction to Rn being profit-maximizing.

So far, we have shown that, for large n, it must be that kn1 ≥ kn2 (as in Theorem

1). We now show that given a 2-level scheme R in which a1 = a2 = 0, any profile of

strategies σ in which k1 ≥ k2 is part of an ABEE of Γ(R) if and only if it is part of a

PBE of Γ(R). Consider such a profile and the marginal agent ik1 . In an ABEE (resp.,

PBE), he does not expect to make offers. He therefore correctly predicts an ABEE

(resp., PBE) payoff of vk1b1−c ≥ 0 if he purchases a license. Agents who enter in period

t > k1 correctly expect an ABEE (resp., PBE) payoff of vtb1− c < 0 if they purchase a

license, and agents who enter prior to k1 expect to obtain more than vk1b1 − c ≥ 0 as

they can refrain from selling licenses. Now consider a distributor who is supposed to

recruit an agent it. Since a = 0, in an ABEE (resp., PBE), the distributor correctly

expects b2vt− ĉ for that recruitment regardless of whether it will recruit new members.

We conclude that agents’ behavior in σ is optimal given analogy-based expectations if

and only if it is optimal given correct expectations.

We can combine the equivalence between ABEE and PBE given kn1 ≥ kn2 and 2-level

schemes in which (φ, a1, a2) = (0, 0, 0) together with Theorem 1 to establish that, for

a sufficiently large n, a scheme is profit-maximizing when agents are analogy-based

reasoners if and only if it is profit-maximizing when agents are fully rational.

Proof of Proposition 3. By Theorem 1, when the SO faces fully rational agents,

there is a profit-maximizing scheme R that is a 2-level scheme with (φ, a1, a2) = (0, 0, 0)

and, in its induced game, k1 ≥ k2. In Step 5 of Proposition 2 we showed that, given a

2-level scheme in which (φ, a1, a2) = (0, 0, 0), a profile of strategies in which k1 ≥ k2 is a

part of a PBE if and only if it is part of an ABEE. Hence, πABEE(R) = πPBE(R) = π?.
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